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Abstract—In-line dedupliaction systems mainly focus on
secondary storage for backup and archiving, and just offer
several simple APIs. Applications can not directly invoke
these APIs without modification. Although file systems offer
abundant APIs and amity to applications, building a file system
for in-line deduplication brings new challenges in the I/O path.
Read operations involve multiple disk accessing, which includes
getting fingerprints in file recipes, obtaining the addresses by
checking fingerprint index and reading corresponding data
blocks in disk drive. This extremely increases the latency
in read path. We present a Low-Read-Latency File System
(LRLFS) for the in-line deduplication. Experiments suggest
that LRLFS obtains low read latency in read path with
negligible storage overhead, acceptable CPU and memory
utilization rate.
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I. LOW-READ-LATENCY FILE SYSTEM (LRLFS) FOR

THE IN-LINE DEDUPLICATION

LRLFS decouples the relationship between unique data

blocks’ locations and fingerprint index, which is considered

as the main performance bottleneck of data deduplication.

In contrast to previous works [1] [2], fingerprint must be

checked when we obtain address. On the contrary, our

proposed approach writes the address of data block in file

recipes and fingerprint index at the same time. Unlike pre-

vious works, it can directly read block in raw disk to avoid

multiple disk accessing [3]. Therefore, we can decrease the

latency in read path. In order to reduce the overhead of

reference management and garbage collection, we assign a

global number to every unique data block and get reference

counting, which only needs one time disk read by using this

global number.

As shown in Figure 1, LRLFS has six components.

(1)write buffer; (2)read cache; (3)meta data and meta data

cache; (4)fingerprint index: it is used to identify the re-

dundant data copy by checking the data fingerprint (hash

value); (5)unique data blocks store: the unique data blocks

of LRLFS are stored at a large file and directly accessed

by using address in file recipes; (6)reference management:

we assign an id to every unique data blocks and write this

id in the fingerprint index and the file recipes. LRLFS only

needs one time disk accessing to update/query the reference

counting in write/unlink path.
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Figure 1: The system architecture of LRLFS

II. EVALUATION

We implement LRLFS based on LessFS [4] and compare

LRLFS with LessFS and Ext2 in a Ubuntu operation system

(kernel version is 3.16.0, Intel (R) Core (TM) i3-2100 CPU

@ 3.10 GHz, 8 GB memory). DEDISbench [5] is used to

evaluate the performance of LRLFS, LessFS and Ext2.

A. Read performance

Figure 2 shows the read latency of Ext2, LessFS and L-

RLFS. We evaluate different performance metrics including

sequential read, sequential reread, random read and TPC-C

NURand read. The latency of sequential read and sequential

reread of Ext2, LessFS are not far. The reason behind this is

that LessFS caches a part of data blocks in memory, and Ext2

can directly sequential read block from disk. The latency

of LRLFS is the smallest one of them. The first reason

is that we decouple the mapping relationship between the

file recipes and the fingerprint index. In stead of getting

data blocks addresses by checking the fingerprint index, this

scheme can directly read data blocks via the file recipes. The

second reason is that we cache meta data and data blocks in

memory, and it further reduces disk accessing because most

data blocks and meta data can hit in memory.

B. Write performance

The write latency of Ext2, LessFS and LRLFS are showed

in Figure 3. The write latency of Ext2 is the smallest

one of them. Firstly, Ext2 can directly write/rewrite a data

block to disk. Secondly, Ext2 does need to read old data

blocks, calculate fingerprint values and update other meta

data. In contrast, LessFS and LRLFS need to read the old
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Figure 2: The read latency of Ext2, LessFS and LRLFS.

data blocks, recalculate the fingerprint value and update the

reference counting before rewrite data blocks even thought

just changing a single bit. This is because the unique data

blocks are very likely shared by multiple files. Therefore, the

write latency of LessFS and LRLFS are higher than Ext2.

Specially, the latency of Random write and NURand write

are tremendous. This process involves read a data block,

calculating fingerprint value, checking the fingerprint index

and write/updating corresponding meta data. The NURand

write latency of LRLFS is higher than LessFS. There are

two reasons behind this phenomenon: 1) the first reason

is that LRLFS caches less data blocks in memory than

LessFS; 2) the second reason is that multiple write/rewirte

operations are absorbed and transferred into single one by

LessFS comparing with LRLFS because LessFS can caching

more data blocks in the write buffer.

C. Memory and CPU overhead

Figure 4 illustrates the memory and CPU utilization

rate of Ext2, LessFS and LRLFS. Ext2-DEDIS represents

the CPU or memory utilization rate of DEDISbench when

testing the performance of Ext2. We can find that the CPU

usage of LessFS is the highest one among them. This is

mainly because LessFS frequently accesses the fingerprint

index. The fingerprint lookup task belongs to CPU-bound

and I/O bound task, which means that this process involves

calculating bucket location of a given key and multiple false

disk reads to get the corresponding value on disk. The CPU

utilization rate of LRLFS is between Ext2 and LessFS.

Compared with LessFS, LRLFS reduces a portion accessing

of the fingerprint index. However, it consumes more CPU

cycles to complete the process of deduplication when we

compare LRLFS with Ext2.

LessFS consumes more memory resources than Ext2 and

LRLFS. This reason behind this is that the fingerprint

lookup belongs to CPU-bound and memory bound task.

Frequently fingerprint accessing leads to consuming more

memory resource. LRLFS avoids frequent fingerprint index

accessing, thus reduces memory usage. Ext2 just caches a

part data blocks in memory and no additional overhead.
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Figure 3: The write latency of Ext2, LessFS and LRLFS.
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Figure 4: The memory and cpu utilization rate of Ext2,

LessFS and LRLFS

Therefore, the memory utilization rate of Ext2 is the smallest

one of them.
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